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The following manual details the basic operations of your 
Quantum Rally computer.  We hope you enjoy our product 
and get many years of dependable service from it.  This 
device has been designed to give accurate calibrated speed 
and distance readings.  It will also store all data internally 
indefinitely even when power is removed so no more “lost 
factors”. 



Controls: 

 
The quantum Rally computer was designed to be both easy to read 
and easy to use.  Fig 1.0 below details the control layout. 

 
Modes: 

The computer has 4 distinct display modes, which can be cycled through using 
the “Display Change” button. Note the “Mode Display” LEDs will light to reflect 
which of the following modes the Computer is operating in 

 
1: Time/Distance 

The upper display shows Time as a 24 hour clock in Hours 
Minutes and Seconds (see “Time” below) and the lower display 
shows incremental distance. 

2: Distanced/Distance 
The upper display shows Total Distance and the lower display 
show Incremental Distance. Total distance may be entered 
manually (see “Distance” below). 

3: Speed/Distance 
The upper display shows Instantaneous Speed (updated every 
sec.) and the lower display shows Incremental Distance. 

4: Average Speed/Distance 
The Upper display shows Average Speed since it was last zeroed 
(updated ever 3 sec.) and the lower display shows Incremental 
Distance 

 
 

Fig. 1.0 



Time:  
 The time may be set while in Time/Distance mode by pressing <Clock Set> then 
using the Numeric Key Pad to enter the correct time (including seconds) and 
then pressing <Enter> decimal points flash and the clock continues to count 
from time entered.  The time will not be set until you press <Enter> so you can 
enter time in advance and press <Enter> as the correct second arrives. 
*****Note**** as of the writing of this manual the real time clock portion of the 
CPU code is slightly inaccurate causing it to run as much as ½ sec slow every 
hour.  Development is proceeding and once corrected the update is available to 
all owners for the cost of shipping. 
 

Distance: 
Both distance displays can be zeroed independent of each other and the 
computer will continue to keep track of distance regardless of which mode you 
are in.  When in Distance/Distance mode the upper display can be 
altered to reflect an entered distance as follows.   

Press <Enter> Upper display will show all zeros 
Use the Keypad to type in the new distance including both decimal places 
e.g. 12.34  
Press <Enter>  
Decimal points will flash and the computer will continue to count up from 
the entered number. 
 

If you Change modes without pressing <Enter> for the final time the computer 
will return to using the unaltered distance (Note: if you continued to move while 
doing this the computer will continue to track the distance, no data is lost) 
 

Speed: 
When in Speed/Distance mode Instantaneous speed is shown on the upper 
display and is updated ever second.   
 

Average Speed: 
When in Avrg. Speed/Distance mode the upper display shows the average speed 
since the display was last zeroed using the <Z1> button.  In order to increase 
the accuracy, the calculation is only updated ever 3 seconds.  This causes the 
computer to display slightly low average speeds for the first two or three 
calculation cycles however test show the average speed calculation to be within 
< 1% over a period of 1 minute and < 0.1% over 5 or more minutes. 



 

Calibration: 
Ahh the Biggy!  The factor in this computer is a “True Distance” factor 
relating to 1/10 of a mm so the device is highly accurate.  The Factor can 
be altered in two ways. 
 
1:  Press <CA>  

Factor number appears on the upper display. 
 Use the Keypad to enter the New Factor, press <Enter> 
 Decimal points will flash and the new factor is now entered. 
 Press <CA> to leave calibration mode. 
 

***NOTE*** Make the Factor bigger to make the 
distance read higher and smaller to make it read lower. 
 
2: Auto Calibration can be achieved as follows. 
 
 With the Car stationary at the start of your Odo Check. 
 Press <CA>, 

Factor number appears on the upper display. 
 Zero the lower display by pressing <Z2> 
 Drive to the end of the Odo Check and stop. 

Press <Enter>  
Then use the Keypad to type in the Odo Check distance as given in 
you Route Book including both decimal places. 
Press <Enter> 
Decimal points will flash and the newly calculated and stored factor 
will appear on the upper display. 
Press <CA> to exit Calibration mode 
 

***NOTE*** the auto calibrate is subject to slight round off errors (about 
0.02%).  For the most accurate readings it is best to use the auto calibrate 
as a base line and then to alter the factor manually to compensate for 
things such as wheel spin. 
 
Although the upper display shows only 6 digits the Factor can be as many 
as 10 digits long.  You should only need this if you are driving a really big 
Monster truck with only one pulse per revolution of the wheels but its nice 
to know its there. 



Wiring: 
The Quantum Rally 1.1 is designed to be compatible with most common 
signal inputs.  The following shows the wiring configuration for the three 
most common set ups.  The Quantum Rally 1.1 may work with other 
configurations but it is not suggested. 
 
Digital In: 

Many modern cars have a digital signal driving their instrument cluster 
instead of the old-fashioned “Speedo” cable.  Sine the Quantum Rally 1.1 
uses the same technology as most of these systems it is directly 
compatible.  Refer to your car’s shop manual to find the speed sensor 
wire.  It may often be found in the section detailing cruise control. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Three Wire Probe: 

Two AM Rallysport has chosen the Cherry Electronics model GS100701 
inductive sensor as the optimal probe for compatibility. This probe is 
available through Two AM Rallysport.  Others may work also but it is best 
to check the specification before attempting a wire up to avoid damaging 
your computer.  An inductive sensor that has an “Open Collector” ground 

switch (or “Sink”) output and requires lest then 100mA supply current 
will suffice.  
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Two Wire “Terratrip” Probe: 
Note this configuration has not been thoroughly tested but should 
work in most cases. 
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